This work defines and compares three content measures that characterize topological relations between rectangular regions in a two-dimensional space. These content measures use simplified views of spatial objects in order to create an efficient mechanism for capturing the topological content of spatial configurations. The content measures are compared based on the correlation between two similarity rankings: (1) a similarity ranking defined in terms of the distance of content-measure values and (2) a similarity ranking defined in terms of the error of the geometric adjustment between pairs of objects. The correlation between similarity rankings is used as indicator of how well these content measures characterize topological relations. Such content measures provide mechanisms for creating efficient methods to describe and access information on the basis of the topological content of spatial configurations.
Introduction
The complexity and volume of spatial information available in current structured, semistructured, and non-structured data repositories have made content-based retrieval a challenging and important area of investigation. The main idea of a content-based search of spatial information is to find instances in a data repository whose content description is most similar to the content of a user request. Fundamental to a solution to this type of problem is, therefore, to define an appropriate content description that characterizes and allows us to compare spatial information.
This study aims to define a systematic way to characterize spatial information, in particular, topological relations in spatial configurations. Unlike previous studies on content-based retrieval in image databases [1, 9, 18, 19, 38, 39, 42] , this work focuses on the characterization of configurations that are seen as a combination of objects that stand in particular spatial relations to each other. In order to find desired configurations, systems must find object instances in spatial databases that satisfy the constraints defined by the spatial relations of a user request. This search of object instances is often done on the basis of information that consists of objects stored in relational tables and organized by thematic layers with spatial indexing methods. In these systems, queries are typically answered as cascaded spatial joins [2, 26, [29] [30] [31] .
This paper describes three content measures that distinguish topological relations.
By defining content measures of spatial relations, this work contributes to the definition of new mechanisms for spatial information organization and retrieval, so that queries with variable and large number of objects, such as queries expressed by sketches [4, 16] , can be efficiently solved. The proposed content measures distinguish topological relations with a simplified view of spatial objects and, therefore, they try to minimize the computational cost of processing topological relations. Characterizing spatial relations between objects is useful for comparing configurations, since configurations are composed of a variable number of objects (i.e., a variable number of relations), and configurations can be seen as an aggregation of individual relations.
The problem of comparing spatial relations is not new [8, 22, 27, 32] ; however, to the best of our knowledge, none of the previous studies have attempted to define a single content measure that distinguishes topological relations, making this content measure suitable for content-based indexing schemas that consider not only positional information, but also spatial relations [36] . Some of the previous studies combine multiple content components (e.g., angle, topology, and distance) [3, 28, 32] , which may be highly sensitive to the way these components are combined. This work uses a quantitative approach to characterize objects' interrelations in terms of metric refinements of topology relations. In this sense, it follows closely the ideas derived from Egenhofer and Shariff's work [37] [4] . This work uses the simplified and common representation of objects (i.e., MBRs) in current spatial indexing schemas of Geographic Information Systems (GISs). Although this simplification of objects misses some details, it is broadly used and computational desirable, and it usually sufficient for finding objects in current GISs. The proposed content measures are evaluated with an independent framework for comparing spatial configurations. Thus, this work makes a distinction between content measures and similarity functions. While content measures characterize and can be used for comparing spatial relations, a similarity function compares spatial relations without being able to say anything about the type of relations between objects. We will say that the content measures are good candidates for capturing and comparing topological information if the difference between values of content measures has a strong correlation with the independent similarity function. The similarity function used in this work takes ideas from image processing and uses principles of geometric adjustment between corresponding objects in spatial configurations [23] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews related studies that address the description and comparison of spatial relations. Section 3 describes the characterization of MBRs as one-dimensional values, and Section 4 presents the three content measures that are proposed in this paper. Section 5 introduces the similarity function that is used for comparing content measures. Subsequently, Section 6 presents experimental results when comparing content measures. Conclusions and future work are given in Section 7.
Related Work
Many studies in the domain of image databases have compared objects' arrangements based on variations of 2D-strings. 2D-strings represent configurations with a sequential structure for each encoded dimension [8, 24, 25] . Query processing using this structure is carried out as a string matching. Such string matching is possible only when users specify
queries by the schema of relations according to which 2D-strings are built, and images are composed of a predefined set of objects. A different string-based representation treats topology, orientation, and distance between objects' MBR as interval relations in two dimensions [27] . This type of representation defines a similarity function as inversely proportional to the number of changes that are needed to make two strings equivalent.
In a similar way, a 3x3 matrix was used to determine the orientation relation as the proportional area in the quadrants defined by the orthogonal projection of a reference object's MBR [22] . Similarity between orientation relations is then defined by the inverse cost of transforming the matrix representation of a relation into the other matrix representation. In general, methods based on 2D-strings and their variations handle variations in scale and translation, but they are sensitive to rotation [18] .
Using an object-oriented perspective, where configurations are sets of objects and sets of these objects' interrelations, some studies represent configurations and queries using Attribute Relation Graphs (ARGs) [3, 28, 32] . In these graphs, spatial relations are represented quantitatively by the distance and angle between centroids of objects, and qualitatively by the symbolic representation of spatial relations, such as the topological relations defined by Egenhofer and Franzosa [11, 13] or by Randell et al. [35] . For ranking configurations, a similarity function is defined, which depends on the representation type of spatial relations. For quantitative representations of spatial relations, such as the angle between MBRs, similarity is defined as the inverse of the difference between representations [3, 32] . Another approach considers the distance within a conceptual neighborhood [28] . For example, consider Figure 1 of conceptual neighbors of topological relations between regions derived from the concept of gradual change [12, 15] . Conceptual neighbors are relations connected by a line in this Figure, and they are considered to be more similar than relations that are not directly connected in the graph. Related to the concept of gradual change, Bruns and Egenhofer [5] compared spatial scenes. Given two scenes (i.e., spatial configurations) of equal number of objects, they suggested that similarity could be determined by the minimum set of gradual changes that are needed to transform one scene into the other one. Although their work presents a sensible definition of similarity, it does not check whether or not this minimum set of changes is unique. Likewise, it does not discuss degrees of relevance that may affect different types of changes. Even if relevance weights were associated with these changes, it may be difficult to obtain a systematic strategy to determine these weights.
Focusing on topological relations, one study explores metric refinements of topological relations as they match with terms used in natural language, such as going through and goes up to [17] . This study defines ten quantitative measures that characterize topological relations based on metric properties, such as length, area, and distance. The 
Content Measures
The definition of the content measures characterizes topological relations considering metric characteristics of objects' arrangements such that the following two tasks can be accomplished:
1. Distinguishing the degree of separation and overlapping between MBRs. reasoning, where distance has been defined as an asymmetric phenomenon [14] .
Area-Based Content Measure
The first content measure [Warning: Draw object ignored] (1) The content measures F a is unable to distinguish covered_by and covers from inside and contains, respectively, since the union of MBRs is the same for all these relations. If Figure  6b) ; that is, this is not a double implication.
Diagonal-Based Content Measure
The second content measure F d uses the diagonals instead of areas of MBRs (Equation 2). Values of this content measure are also larger than 0 and less than or equal to 1. 
Mixed Content Measure
With the goal of being able to distinguish more topological relations than the first two content measures, the last content measure F m combines areas, diagonals, and distances Table 1 . In this Figure, curves bound the topological relations inside and contains, which were experimentally determined by using extreme cases and defining their respective parametric equations.
Content Measures under Continues Transformations
As was mentioned above, topological relations are invariant under continuous transformations of scaling, translation, and rotation. Consequently, the behavior of content measures is analyzed when continuous transformations occur. In this analysis, objects' shapes in configurations do not change, but the scale or the frame of reference is modified.
It is easy to prove that all three content measures are invariant under changes in scale and translation. Translations do not modify the basic parameters (i.e., areas, diagonals, and distances) upon which the content measures are defined and, therefore, the content measures are invariant under continuous translations. In scaling, the scale factor that [Warning:
is applied over individual objects is also applied to the union, intersection, or distance between objects. Consequently, the normalizations in Equations 1-3 cancel any scale factor applied to objects in configurations. For example, in Figure 9 the relations between A and B is the same as the relation between C and D. Figure 10 illustrates the idea of continuous rotations. In Figure 10a , A is the rotation center of the configuration, so object A does not change its location, whereas object B changes its relative location with respect to A. Areas or diagonals of objects do not change;
however, the distances as well as the areas or diagonals of the union or intersection of In addition to analyzing the effect of rotation, translation, and scaling, an interesting analysis is to evaluate free movements of objects with respect to changes in values of content measures. Unlike translation where both objects continuously moves, this type of analysis considers free movements of one of the objects. Such an analysis reflects the homogeneity of the relation space. In a homogeneous space, distances in one part of the space (i.e., differences in content-measure values as points in a 2D space) could be correlated with distances in another part of the space. This type of analysis is important when defining a similarity function based on content measures or when applications deal with moving objects with imprecise positional information [33, 41] . In the case of a similarity function, a homogeneous space could easily define a similarity function in terms of distances in the space. In applications with moving objects, for example, one might need to design efficient mechanisms that do not store the complete sequence of movements and relations, but store those states that represent changes in the values of content measures.
To illustrate the behavior of the content measures for different transition states of moving objects, consider Table 2 where two objects are moved continuously from disjoint to inside, and values of content measures are given for the 6 possible topological relations that occur along the movement. Figure 11 and Figure 12 complement Table 2 [Warning:
The first type of movement (Figure 11a ) consists in passing an object B through another object A, such that the relations between A and B in sequential order are disjoint, meet, covers, contains, covers, meet, and disjoint. In Figure 11b variations of content measures F a and F d follow quadratic curves with two break points: when the relation changes from overlap to covered_by and, conversely, when it changes from covered_by to overlap.
While the object is covered_by or inside the other object, both content measures are constant and equal to 1. Both quadratic curves are continuous from disjoint to overlap or from overlap to disjoint, being the curve that represents changes of F d less quadratic than curve of F a . Changes of content measure F m , in contrast, are lineal with 6 break points: the transition from disjoint to meet, the transition from meet to covered_by, the transition from covererd_by to inside, and their corresponding converse transitions.
A second movement is presented in Figure 12 . In this movement, object B approaches and passes object A, all while maintaining a disjoint relation with A. Figure 12b shows that content measures do not always change continuously when disjoint objects continuously change their locations. The content measure F a has different break points, whereas content measures F d and F m change continuously, with changes of F m being linear with respect to the distance between objects.
A Framework for Comparing Content Measures
An intuitive way to define similarity between spatial configurations is as the inverse of the difference between configurations. Distance is a typical measure of difference, whose metric property of triangle inequality is useful for defining data organization and access methods [6, 21] . In image processing, distance can be used for evaluating the quality of adjustment between images. Two images that are thought to represent the same space are considered completely adjusted if the distances between control points in an image and control points in the other image are zero. Since images may suffer deformations, transformations of rotation, scaling, and translation are applied to the control points such that these points can adjust [23] .
This work follows the strategy of image adjustment for defining a similarity function between spatial configurations. Unlike image adjustment, however, this work deals with configurations that are composed of spatial objects, that is, points, lines, and regions.
Consequentially, this work applies transformations of rotation, translation, and scaling while preserving the shapes of objects and their topological interrelations. Analogous to image adjustments, control points are used to adjust configurations. These control points are extracted from the geometric representation of objects' MBRs. For example, in a first instance, the extreme four vertices of MBRs are the control points in a configuration.
[Warning: Draw object ignored] Figure 13 shows the graphic schema of a pair of objects in a reference system (x, y) that is transformed into a reference system (X,Y ), and Equation 4 is the general expression to make that this transformation consider rotation, translation, and scaling of objects without producing deformations.
[ 
This approach to comparing configurations is sensitive to the way objects are represented. Therefore, MBRs' representation with eight points was also analyzed and experimentally compared in the next Section. A difference between using eight instead of four points per MBR is that with eight points, sixteen different correspondences of points need to be checked before finding the best adjustment. These sixteen different possibil- 
Comparing Content Measures
The analysis consists in applying the three content measures to a set of configurations that are composed of two MBRs (i.e., configurations with one topological relation). Then, these configurations are combined to create all possible pairs of different configurations.
For such pairs of configurations, the geometric adjustment between configurations and the distance between configurations' content measures were determined. Finally, the correlation between the adjustment error and the distances of the content-measure values are used for comparing content measures ( Figure 18 ).
Data Set
The experiments were carried out with a data set created with all possible MBRs that fix in boxes of 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, and 6x6 cells. For example, Figure 19 shows the nine MBRs derived from a 2x2 box. Using the final set of configurations, comparisons between different configurations were performed. The number of comparisons depends on the number of configurations in each set (Table 3 ). This table includes a cell box of 7x7, which case was not used in the experiments for its computational cost.
Comparison
The correlations between the distance of content-measure values and the error of the geometric adjustment are presented in Table 4 , where the geometric adjustment was determined by using two representations of MBRs: (1) four points per MBR and (2) eight points per MBR. The results indicate that the correlation when using eight points
per MBR was better than the correlation when using four points. This tallies with the fact that a more accurate representation of objects provides more information for geometric adjustment. In all cases, the content measures F m gives better correlations than measures F a and F d due to its ability to distinguish more topological relations.
An analysis that tries to explain the variations of correlation among different sets of configurations considers the distribution of topological relations in the sets ( Figure 21 ).
As the size of the cell box increases, the number of configurations as well as the number relations disjoint, overlap, and inside&contains also increases. This type of distribution is in agreement with situations in real geographic information systems, where the most frequent relation is disjoint [20] . In order to understand the effect of each relation in the three content measures, the correlation between content-measure values and geometric adjustments was re-calculated by eliminating topological relations one-by-one. Given that the set of configurations in a cell box of 2x2 is small and does not include all types of topological relations, configurations derived from a cell box of 2x2
were ignored in this analysis. Results of correlations for content measures F a , F d , and behavior with respect to different topological relations has allowed us not only to evaluate these defined content measures, but also to define a strategy for comparing new content measures. Left for future work is the study of how to combine content measures of topological relations for comparing complex spatial configurations with more than two objects. An issue in defining such combination is the degree of homogeneity of the relation space. In such a space, small differences may not be equivalent depending on the location in the space, such that a traditional combination of distance values may not be adequate for defining a similarity value. Another natural extension to this work is the use of volume for defining content measures in a 3D space. Table 4 : Correlations between content measures and similarity function when using four points or eight points in the representation of MBRs.
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